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What is Plone 

• Open Source project 
 

• Application 
 

• Ecosystem of software 
 

• Community 
 



Open Source 
•  Open Source is now a primary business model which has 

not been niche in > 5 years 

•  Times, They Are A Changing 
–  The “Linux” generation (35-45) was eager to collaborate and make the world a 

better place 
–  The “mobile” generation (24-30) is more eager to leverage Open Source as a 

tool than a community. 

•  Application’s, such as Sentry and Datadog are virtually Open 
Source 

–  Most/all of the source is open; company hosts/manages the product 
–  Any other model is suspect if integrating with out FOSS software. 

 
•  Nearly all customers will move to some version of “As A Service”. 

Whether its Infrastructure, Application, Platform. 
–  Systems will always get more complicated; never can it get less complicated as 

expectations of users increase (as they use Google, Office 365, etc)  
 

 



Open Source 
•  Plone is successful due to Open Source model 

•  Open Source is one of the best ways to engage with global peers 

•  Recruiters find Open Source very useful measurement of candidates skills 

•  Not going anywhere.  Open Source for commodity services is the default 
and there will be no other model going forward. Open stack will be the 
primary cloud platform in 10 years.  AWS and VMWare will be minority of 
installation base. 

 

 



the Application 

•  Plone popular due to ready-to-use  App, w/ UI and UX 
–  e.g. Django popularity due to “Admin UI” 

•  UI/UX technical are evolving but polish and usability not so much 
–  Infrequently used tabs on content ? Rules and Sharing. 
–  Rules shows up even if not enabled 
–  Inconsistent icon usage in “Actions” menu; need default. 

•  Accessibility champion?  Unsure what the feedback loop is and 
this will become even more challenging with JS.  This is very 
important for a large group of high education and government.  No 
one really owns the Accessibility market.  Plone should. 

•  Needs “ready to go” integrations or products.  That is how people 
judge applications.  Whether its Google Apps Marketplace or 
Windows Store. 
 

 

 



the Application 

•  Installation could be modernized 

•  Visibility into any unexpected behavior 
–  _vh_ story & link integrity 

–  http://host/content 
–  http://host/$corporate/content 
–  $corporate introduced to enforce Shibboleth 
 

•  IMHO requires Plone, the Organization, to have some central 
infrastructure which each site can integrate into; the entry point 
currently is not  
 

•  Vendor badges associated with Add-ons.  Give companies 
visibility/exposure to users – makes them motivated.  Namespace 
is for nerds. 
 

 

 



Installation Bliss 



Missing Features 

•  ease-of-install 

•  Centralized communication mechanism / notification to site 
administrators 

–  plone.home like functionality 
•  alert users of package updates; security updates 
•  wrapper around pypi searches 
•  Facilitate  

•  plone.app.theming 
–  Ploud theme gallery like thing 
–  less integration with plone.app.theming 

•  Auditing 
–  every action being written to a logging level 
–  scripts to post the auditing information into some store 
–  basic scripts to analyze store 



the EcoSystem 

•  collective.cover 
–  In production and actively updated 
–  Page layout mechanism allows drag-n-drop of “tiles” 
–  Majority of “big issues” have been identified 
–  Great example of putting in the extra work and open sourcing project that is 

useful for the broader community 

•  collective_firebase 
–  Real-time javascript integration with Plone 
–  Provides basic infrastructure 
–  Has a single out-of-the-box feature “Notifications” 

•  collective.pwexpiry 
–  Provides password expiration policies and notification of users before passwords 

expire 
•  collective.portlet.pythonscript 

–  Centrally manage Python Scripts and expose them as portelts 
–  Missing “templates” which to render existing results currently ul & li 
–  Expecting to have tile 

•  Getsentry (enfold.getsentry) 
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the Project 

•  Which JS framework 
–  Zepto, JQuery, Ember, Angular 

•  UI/UX technical are evolving but polish and usability not so much 
–  Infrequently used tabs on content ? Rules and Sharing. 
–  Rules shows up even if not enabled 
–  Inconsistent icon usage in “Actions” menu; need default. 

•  Accessibility champion?  Unsure what the feedback loop is and 
this will become even more challenging with JS 
 

•  Need zen guidelines 
–  If there is only 1 implementation – don’t add indirectly. 
–  I Like RealTime JS because no one in their right mind would add a abstraction 

around “pluggable realtime js libraries” ;-) you pick one and stick with it. 
 

 

 



the Community 

You are them 
 



Can you help? 

•  Plone 
–  Pick something that interests you 

•  UI / UX / Frontend developers who care 
•  Javascript / CSS engagement with framework team 

–  Be realistic with your time; if you can help – help.  If not just do what 
you can during sprint.   
 

•  collective.cover 
–  Need people to use it 
–  Write documentation 
–  Fix bugs – a new release is planned to be released by end of 

symposium sprint. 

•  Realtime JS? 
–  Extend collective_firebase? Firebase vs. Meteor? 
–  Ideas: Activity streams, Task Assignment, “contentrules” integration 

 

 



Q&A 

•  Any Questions? 

•  More information: 
– www.plone.org 
– www.enfoldsystems.com 


